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Background :

The Hand made by Czech Jiri Trnka in 1965.

In a cold war background, every regime brandished their claws to extend their desires. 
Jiri Trnka used his work to explain person how to be a slave under a powerful regime easily.

As an art-worker, Jiri Trnka knew that a regime of totalitarianism was a horrible disaster for 
the creative aspect. I deem the protagonist of The Hand is Jiri Trnka himself, this animation 
is his self-portrait.   

After that animation released in 1965, Prague Spring happened in 1968, Soviet Union army 
occupied Czech nation.

Pictogram :

On the following part, I have made an illustration based pictogram to record the hand how 
to control the protagonist - the artisan.

In my pictogram, assuming the hand as a seed, we can see the hand being bigger and 
closer towards the artisan in the center gradually. The artisan is raising his hand to express 
his helplessness, moreover, I want to compare the artisan’s hand and the hand of the regime.
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Act 01 - Set up
00:29-
Establishing shot.
Full house setting.

00:43-
Close up shot.
Details of artisan’s work space
and his production.

00:57- 
Close up shot. 
Details of artisan, his plant.
 
Mental state :
Artisan did not care what was happening 
outside his house, because his situation 
was comfortable and safe. 

Rational speculation : 
Maybe the hand was not powerful in this 
moment.

Act 01 - Start
1:10-
Artisan woke up.
Positive attitude for new day.
He watched on his plant.

Mental state :
Artisan -> Delighted = Dynamic motion 

1:23-
Close up shot. 
Mirror and Artisan. 

Artisan went to mirror, 
then showed his playful face. 

Analysis : 
Mirror was a hidden camera for surveillance. 
The reflection was the recording screen. 
This was why the hand could grasp artisan’s 
activities accurately.

1:30-
Maintaining daily life of plant.

Ambient sound : 
Bird singing = Peaceful 

1:40-
Artisan used his hat to give 
a formal greeting to his plant.

Analysis :
His hat was precious = Only using in formal ritual
His plant had a high position in artisan’s heart.

1:47- 
Artisan started to produce.
“Knock Knock” outside.

02:10-
Artisan checked the door,
after he finished his production.

Analysis : 
Artisan respected his production.

02:21-
Window was shaking, plant’s pot was broken.
The hand came in his house.
The hand seemed polite, it greeted to artisan.

Characteristic : 
The hand would not follow rule,
in normal situation, people entered from door. 

02:39-
Artisan used a formal greeting 
to the hand by using hat. 

Analysis : 
At the beginning, artisan respected 
the hand as his plant.

Act 02 - Confrontation
02:41-
The hand changed artisan’s work to his symbol, 
artisan rejected, turned the clay back to original (x1). 

Changing and turning back again (x2).

02:55-
The hand changed his work (x3).
Artisan pushed the hand out 
through the window.

03:04-
The hand wanted to get in the house again.
Artisan closed the window and saved his plant.

Characteristic : 
The hand -> Stubborn / Bossy

03:21-
After cleaning up the messy stuff, 
he turned back the work to original (x3).

Mental state :
Artisan -> Positive = Dynamic motion  

03:30-
Loud sound outside.
Artisan worried his plant would be broken, 
he put down the plant beside the door. 

3:39-
Artisan picked up a broom,
then readied for fight beside the window.

03:45-
Door opened, 
Artisan closed the door immediately.
Artisan failed,
a box came in and pushed the plant away.
The hand came in again.

Characteristic : 
The hand acted like a thief.
 

03:59-
Artisan saved his plant.
The hand changed artisan’s work (x4).
Artisan used broom to expel the hand, 
which was not scared and walked 
towards artisan to provoked him. 
Finally the hand went out from door.

Characteristic : 
The hand -> Provocative

04:17-
Artisan was sweating.
He went to take care the plant.

Mental state :
Artisan -> Worried

04:24-
Somewhere ringing, 
Artisan noticed the sound 
came from the paper box.

04:53-
He found presents in the paper box.

Analysis :
Benefit of obedience.

04:58-
He found a phone in the paper box. 
The hand told him the plant 
should not be his precious partner, 
obeying the hand was the only way, 
if he could do that, the hand would pay him.

05:17-
Artisan rejected, 
he turned the clay to pot (x4). 
and threw the phone away.

05:25-
He kicked the phone out through the window, 
but he overthrew his plant unintentionally.

My opinion :
In the protest process, people will break 
something unintentionally.

05:49-
Artisan lied down on his bed,
he dreamed his plant being a flower 
in different form and color.

Analysis :
He wished to cultivate his plant 
successfully.

Mental state :
Artisan -> Worried obviously 

06:17-
He noticed the hand was pushing 
out a TV from the paper box.

06:38- 
TV began screening 
-> A decorated hand 
-> A hand held a balance 
-> A hand held a torch

Analysis :
Decorated hand = Rich / Powerful / Upper class  
A balance = The hand was fair to everyone
A torch = The hand would give you freedom
( The torch of Statue of Liberty )

Mental state :
Artisan -> Hesitating 07:07-

TV was screening again
-> A hand was finding a gun under clothes
-> A hand wore an armor
-> A hand wore boxing glove

Analysis :
Aggressive images.
Obeying the hand would have benefit. 
Fighting back would be punished.

07:17-
Artisan rejected.

Characteristic : 
Artisan -> Not easy to surrender for violent threat

07:19-
The hand warned him again.
TV was screening
-> Gun
-> Circle gesture  

Analysis :
Gun = Army / Power / Violence
Circle gesture = Money / Sex symbol

07:23-
TV was screening
-> Four hands pointed to a X-ray hand

Analysis :
Four hands = You should
X-ray hand = System of the hand / The totalitarianism
“ You should join in the system of the totalitarianism. ”

07:27-
TV was screening
-> Four hand pointed to two hands were shaking

Analysis :
Four hands = You should
Two hands were shaking = Cooperating
“ You should cooperate with the hand. ”

07:32-
TV was screening
-> Victory gesture

Artisan played joke on the hand. 

07:39- 
The hand got mad 
and destroyed artisan clay (x5). 
Artisan found a hammer to fight back.

Mental state :
The hand -> Angry -> Frivolous
Artisan -> Angry
 

08:01- 
The hand provoked artisan, 
he hit the area around the hand. 

Analysis :
The hand was testing artisan’s violent level;
It knew him never used violence.

08:25-
The hand went back in the box, 
artisan kicked the TV away, but 
the TV broke his plant unintentionally.
Angry artisan kicked out the TV, 
the paper box, those presents 
and his hammer through door.

Analysis :
Artisan didn’t like his hammer.
Hammer = His highest level of violence

08:43-
Artisan felt tried,
he saved his plant again.

Mental state :
Artisan -> upset / confusing

08:56- 
A newspaper came in through door,
Artisan was vigilant and 
behaved rude to the newspaper.

09:25-
The newspaper opened up, 
the black hand appeared
and pointed at him suddenly, 
that scared artisan. 
 
Mental state :
Artisan fell his broom -> Stupefying
The hand -> No patience

09:50- 
Artisan gave up, 
the black hand caught him 
in front of his work space, 
the hand ordered artisan to do 
its symbol and insulted him.

Act 03 - Highest Confrontation
09:29-
Artisan protected his plant. 
The hand began to hit him.
He dodged the hand’s attack, 
the hand peeled its skins after every attack.

Analysis :
Skin peeling = Lots of layers / Endless power  

My opinion : 
Eventually THEY will run out all the power.

10:06-
The hand changed the clay 
to the hand symbol (x6),
artisan did nothing.

The hand dressed up like woman 
to tempt the artisan, 
who accepted the control finally.

Analysis :
Dressing like woman = Sex temptation  
Colorful lighting = Brothel 

10:34-
The hand turned back to black, 
it started to control and restrict artisan.

Two ropes were controlling hands = Forcing to work
One rope was controlling neck = Controlling his life

10:54-
The hand caught the artisan into a cage 
and controlled him to make a big hand symbol. 

11:30-
The hand gave him a candle at night,
he was not able to stop working.

Analysis :
Opposite to the TV screening.
Cage + Controlling ropes = No freedom

11:49-
The hand appreciated artisan’s 
work and gave him honors.

Mental state :
The hand -> Successful / Delighted
Artisan -> Numb 

12:12-
Artisan was crying and 
watching the fire of candle tiredly.

He burned the controlling ropes 
after the hand left.

Mental state :
Artisan -> Resolute  

12:22-
Artisan threw away the honors, 
he pushed down the symbol to 
break the cage then escaped.

12:40-
Parallel cut. 
The hand was chasing and the artisan was escaping. 

He ran away, the hand was behind him.

Analysis :
Hand’s color turned back white = Pretending it was a clean regime

Act 03 - Climax
12:58-
Artisan broke the hand’s layer / wall
-> Layer of boxing glove 
-> Layer of decorated glove 
-> Layer of armoured hand
-> Layer of X-ray hand

Rational speculation :
Maybe Jiří Trnka referenced a TV series : Star Trek in 1960s. 
According to this series, 
the gesture of armoured hand’s layer = Live long and prosper
  
 

13:10-
Artisan threw his headdress and fell down.
The hand was catching the artisan’s headdress. 
Artisan arrived his home finally.

Rational speculation : 
The cage was on a high level which could display artisan
to other one as an example / threat.

13:33-
He closed and used wood 
to block every entry.

Mental / Body state: 
Totally exhausted.

13:58- 
He sat down and found his plant.
The plant’s pot was broken.

14:20-
He climbed on floor to move. 
He changed a new pot for his plant.
He put his plant on the cabinet = The safest place 

14:45-
He lied down for rest. 
Suddenly he heard loud sound, 
then cabinet opened.
He blocked the cabinet seriously.

Mental state :
Artisan-> Highly alert / afraid 

15:05- 
When he was blocking the cabinet, 
the plant fell on artisan’s head accidentally.
Artisan died. At his last moment, 
he was still thinking his plant’s future.

15:19-
The hand arrived.
“Knock knock”

15:27- 
Only one moment, the hand broke all the blocking 
and went in artisan’s home without using any entry.

Analysis :
The hand was really powerful in this moment;
it still would knock the door to pretend respecting.  

15:32-
The hand was confirming artisan’s dead, 
it put the mirror ( hidden camera ) to record his face, 
and put back on the wall carefully.

Analysis :
The hand deemed media controlling was important. 

15:49-
The hand set up a funeral in front of the camera.

16:30-
The hand made up artisan’s corpse more beautiful.

16:43- 
The hand put artisan’s hat on his coffin. 

16:49-
The hand found his plant, which grew a bud.
The hand took care artisan’s plant carefully, 
then put it in front of artisan’s coffin.

He finally could stay with his plant in his funeral.   

17:06- 
The funeral was ready, 
the black curtain was opened.
The hand put artisan’s headdress 
on his coffin and saluted.

Analysis :
Media controlling / Fake news

17:15- 
The plant grew up to a flower in white color.

Analysis :
The hand also was white at the beginning.
Flower joined the hand. 

General representation : 

The hand = Regime
Protagonist = Artisan / Citizen / Victim under totalitarianism
Plant = Protagonist’s son

Pictogram guide :

Red dot ( 00:00 ) = Start point
Black dot ( 17:52 ) = End point
Please follow the arrow to read 
Blue line = Trajectory   

Pictogram

Thanks for Watching


